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Support House Bill 19-1164 - the Child Tax Credit 
Sponsors: Rep. Singer; Sen. Zenzinger & Sen. Priola 

 

Colorado Child Tax Credit Means a Brighter Future for Colorado Families 

The Child Tax Credit (CTC) is the largest federal tax code provision benefiting working families 

with children. It is a proven, targeted way to reduce childhood poverty and put money back into 

the pockets of Colorado families. Recognizing this, the Colorado legislature created a Colorado 

CTC in 2013.  Budget concerns at the time resulted in a financial “trigger” for the full 

implementation of the credit.  In 2018, that trigger was met so it is time that the state fund the 

Child Tax Credit and help hard-working Colorado families make ends meet.  

Background 

In 2013, the General Assembly passed Senate Bill 13-001 which created a refundable child tax 

credit between 5 percent and 30 percent of the federal credit for families with children age 5 

and under.  

Single Joint 

Income 
Percent of federal 

credit Income  
Percent of federal 

credit 

$0 - $25,000 30% $0 - $35,000 30% 

$25,000 - $50,000 15% $35,000 - $60,000 15% 

$50,000 - $75,000 5% $60,000 - $85,000 5% 

 

The credit is targeted to families with young children because that is the time that child care 

and other expenses are at their highest, and small investments have the greatest return. 

However, the Colorado CTC is not slated to go into effect unless Congress passes the 

Marketplace Fairness Act allowing the collection of sales tax on all internet purchases.  

In 2018, the Supreme Court ruled in South Dakota v. Wayfair that states could begin collecting 

sales tax from remote, internet sellers.  Colorado will begin collecting sales tax this year. The 

ruling in the Wayfair case results in the same outcome as passage of the Marketplace Fairness 

Act. Therefore, the intention behind the trigger for the SB 13-001 trigger has been met and the 

new revenue from internet sales tax collection should go towards funding the CTC.   
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The Federal CTC 

The federal CTC was recently expanded and now equals $2,000 per qualifying child age 16 or 

under. The credit is phased out for families with an adjusted gross income that is more than 

$200,000 for a single filer or $400,000 for joint filers.  

Many Colorado families make use of the federal tax credit and would benefit from the state 

credit. In 2016, 247,400 families in Colorado claimed the federal Child Tax Credit and 250,210 

claimed the additional child tax credit. After reducing the age and income threshold toh o 

match the parameters in the Colorado bill, roughly 200,000 families will benefit from the 

Colorado CTC.   

Why Support a State Child Tax Credit? 

Studies find that directly increasing the size of a family’s budget, through credits like the CTC, 

improves immediate and lifelong outcomes for the children in these families. Increasing a poor 

family’s household income by $3,000 a year is associated with a 17 percent increase in adult 

earnings and 135 additional work hours per year after 25. In addition, children in these 

households are healthier and experience greater achievement in the classroom due to 

improved motor development and cognitive skills.  

A state Child Tax Credit will put millions back into local economies and provides better 

outcomes for children in low- and moderate-income families. It is an investment in our families 

and children that encourages and rewards work and provides better educational and economic 

outcomes over a lifetime. That is why we must fund the Child Tax Credit and help hard-

working Colorado families make ends meet. 

 

Supporting Organizations 
 

All Families Deserve A Chance Coalition 
Colorado Center on Law and Policy 

Colorado Children’s Campaign 
Colorado Fiscal Institute 

Colorado Organization for Latina Opportunity and Reproductive Rights 
Denver Asset Building Coalition 
Gary Community Investments 

Good Business Colorado 
Lutheran Advocacy Ministry -Colorado 

Padres y Jovenes Unidos 
Parent Possible 

Small Business Majority 
The Bell Policy Center 

United for a New Economy 
Women’s Foundation of Colorado 

Women’s Lobby of Colorado 


